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DAY 3 w ill be one w e w ill never  forget!  

The St. Andrew's Grammar girls won their first ever 

shield at GOAANSE since joining the competition 14 

years ago. This year we took out the Volleyball       

Tournament after the girls went undefeated six games 

in a row!! Their ability to perform well under intense 

pressure situations was a credit to them.  

We're all very proud of this incredible achievement!  

GOAANSE ADELAIDE 2019  

 

The Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of Australia National School Event (GOAANSE) is an annual event; currently 

finishing up in Adelaide; that allows students to travel interstate and participate in a variety of sports and cultural 

activities;  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 4 meant a big day of Netball for the girls and Soccer for the boys. The weather was horrendous, wet and 

freezing cold, but the boys didn't give up and all players tried their best given the tough conditions and stiff     

competition.  The Performing Arts Festival and Dinner was another huge success and a lot of fun with the St.    

Andrew's dancers an obvious crowd favourite. 

 

DAY 5 today we have Basketball and Table Tennis competitions followed by a flight back to Perth. We'll return 

home with a team of champions who have represented our school with so much pride.  

Hats off to our amazing students and staff for one epic week. 
 

 

 

Ms Liz Stewart  

Secondary Pastoral Coordinator 

 

DAY 1 commenced at four in the morning when thirty 

three secondary students and four staff members met at 

the airport, wearing our first ever tour hoodies, ready to 

depart for our big week ahead in Adelaide. After our 

flight across, we checked into our accommodation, 

bought lunch at the Markets, and ventured out to 

Glenelg Beach for dinner.  

DAY 2 involved training and a recovery swim in the 

pool, followed by an afternoon of shopping at Rundal 

Mall.  

In the evening we enjoyed a trip to the cinema before 

finishing the night with a birthday celebration and cake! 
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 A SMS is a system which has all the         

background information of students and   

enables a school to work effectively behind 

the scenes – address, contact, health,         

attendance information, and marks-book 

information.  This is essentially an online 

platform for staff and administration at the 

school to use to meet the jurisdiction wide 

requirements.   

  A LMS, on the other hand, is an interactive 

platform in which staff and students can    

interact, set and collect homework and share 

educational experiences. 

Dear Parents and Guardians, 

An excellent school is one which recognises its 

strengths whilst continuously identifying areas 

where improvement can be made. An area we are    

currently focusing on at St. Andrew’s, is how we      

envisage future communications with parents about 

their child’s educational experiences. 

 

Our current school portal SEQTA, is both a Student 

Management System (SMS) and a Learning           

Management system (LMS).   

 

What is the difference between the two  

I hear you ask?   

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The key aspect of an LMS is the ability to open up our 

classrooms and your student’ s progress to parents 

through a Parent Portal, SEQTA Engage.  

 

SEQTA Engage will enable us to involve you in your 

child’s education, thus allowing you to understand 

what is happening in class and access information 

whenever you want, on any device they are using. 

 

 

 

So how will parents interact with  

SEQTA Engage?   

 

Potentially, you will be able to view your child’s    

homework, timetable, online messages from teachers 

and School notices; gain a pastoral care overview for 

your child; find out about unexplained absences and 

access your child’s attendance history; gather details 

of upcoming assessments and tests as well as view   

assessment results and comments without contacting 

the school.   

 

Consistency across year groups and within year 

groups is important and we want to ensure quality in 

this regard before opening this up to our                     

parental community.  We will soon be deciding which 

of these functions we will be utilising and when we 

will be opening these up in the next few months.  It is 

likely that we will initiate Secondary first and follow 

up with Primary, however, we expect all classes to 

have the parent portal in operation no later  than our 

first day back in 2020.  

 

This is an exciting prospect for our school and one 

which we believe will progress the three-way             

inter-relationship between students, teachers and    

parents at this wonderful school. 

 

Craig Monaghan 

Principal 

PARENTAL PORTAL - FUTURE HOME -  

SCHOOL COMMUNICATIONS  
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YEAR 9 PHOTOGRAPHY 
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YEAR 9 PHOTOGRAPHY 
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We have had an extremely exciting and busy start to 

Term 2. At 4am last Monday morning, 33 very excited 

secondary students accompanied by Mr Donaldson, 

Ms Stewart, Mr Whiteaker and Mr Psanoudakis,   

headed off to a very wet and chilly Adelaide to         

participate in the GOAANSE sporting competitions. 

Our students competed in Indoor Soccer, Volleyball, 

Outdoor Soccer Netball, Basketball and Table Tennis.  

 

I would like to extend a huge congratulations to our 

victorious St Andrew’s Girls Volley Ball team and our 

Physical Education teachers who won the GOAANSE 

Girls Volleyball Competition on Wednesday.  I am 

sure that in the next newsletter, Mr Donaldson will 

enthral us all with his recount of this very exciting 

event. 

 

The Year 7, 8 and 9 students all participated in ACC 

Lightning carnivals this week with our Year 10, 11 and 

12 students acting as coaches and umpires. The       

philosophy behind these events is to encourage         

different schools to come together and enjoy playing a 

wide array of team sports.  St Andrew’s Grammar 

fielded  4 Soccer and Netball teams and both the     

attending staff and students all had a great day. 

 

On Thursday, it was a great privilege to attend a     

wonderful whole school Easter Assembly which was 

organised by Mrs Reklitis, with a special tribute to 

Mothers.  Father Elpidios and Father Milan delivered 

specific parts of this assembly in Greek, Serbian,     

Romanian and English. We are indeed blessed to have  

 

 

these two talented gentlemen and the amazing Mrs 

Reklitis to support our School. 

 

Next week is the start of an extensive assessment     

period which typifies Term 2.  The Year 7 and 9       

students will start NAPLAN Online testing next    

Tuesday.  In the following week, the Year 12 General 

students will be involved in sitting the compulsory 

School Curriculum and Standards Authority (SCSA) 

developed Externally Set Tasks (EST).   

 

All Western Australian students enrolled in a General 

Year 12 course are required to complete these           

assessments, which contributes significantly to each 

students’ school-based assessment.  The EST are also 

used by SCSA to monitor and moderate each school’s 

assessment processes in these courses.  St. Andrew’s 

Grammar General course teachers have always        

performed outstandingly in these SCSA based        

moderation tasks. 

 

The Year 11 and 12 ATAR courses examinations are on 

the not too distant horizon, as they start on Friday 21 

May with the English paper.  I encourage our Year 11 

and 12 students to start their examination preparation 

now and seek help and guidance from your teachers. 

 

Take care and I hope everyone has a very successful 

Term 2. 

 

Ms Necole Chamberlain 

Head of Secondary 

MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD OF SECONDARY 

MOTHER’S DAY STALL 

For the second year the Secondary school ran a Moth-

er's Day stall.  On Tuesday and Wednesday this week 

the Primary students came along to buy their gifts.   
 

A big thank you to Natalie, Tiesha, Taylor and Hoda in 

Year 11 & 12 for all their help on the day.  Happy 

Mother's Day to all the wonderful St. Andrew's 

Mums!  

 

Ms Sam Hunt 

Head of Art 
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BOYS ACC SOCCER  

LIGHTNING CARNIVAL 

This past Monday, the Year 7 boys participated in ACC 

Soccer Lightning Carnival at the Alderbury Reserve in 

Floreat. On Wednesday it was the Year 8&9 boys’ turn 

to compete.  

 

The tournament is a fun day in which students from a 

number of ACC schools play 30 minute soccer    

matches against one another in a rotational format. 

The event encourages team spirit and sportsmanship 

and also allows for leadership roles in the form of 

those students who take up the roles of coaches and 

umpires. 

 

St Andrew's had two teams on each day, all of which 

competed well, with the Year 7 boys winning the     

majority of their 7 games. Most impressive, was the 

way in which the boys represented St Andrew's with 

good sportsmanship, impeccable manners and always 

playing to the best of their ability.  
 

We'll done to all the boys; they did the school proud 

and enjoyed testing their skills against other schools. 

Special thanks goes to the teachers who accompanied 

the boys on Monday and Wednesday, as well as the 

Year 10-12 boys who came along to coach the teams 

who definitely deserve their recognition and            

congratulations.  

 All teachers were impressed with the organisation of 

the event.  

 

Mr Miguel De Sousa & Mr Sam Pretorius 

Secondary 

GIRLS ACC NETBALL  

LIGHTNING CARNIVAL 

 On Monday 6 May,  the Year 7 girls headed off the 

Matthews Netball Centre in Wembley for the ACC 

Netball Lightning Carnival.  The carnival provides stu-

dents of all abilities the opportunity to represent their 

school and no scores or ladders are kept. Wednesday 

was time for the Year 8&9 students to compete as 

well.  

 

St. Andrew's had two teams in each of the                

tournaments and there were some talented little     

players out on the courts/pitch. Most of the teams had 

students who had played before and knew the rules so 

while NO ONE was taking score, one of the Year 7 

teams won 4 out of 6 games!! Other teams had        

students who didn't know how to play so they took a 

bit of a beating but still came out smiling and kept on 

trying.  
 

All the girls improved over the day and we were proud 

of them for showing such a positive attitude and great 

sportsmanship. It was lovely to see the students     

mixing with students from the other schools and the 

sportsmanship that our students displayed was        

excellent. 

 

Mrs Louisa Abelha &  

Ms Sam Hunt 

Secondary 
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On Thursday, we conducted our Greek Easter          

Assembly at St Andrew’s Grammar. The opening   

prayer consisted of the ‘Christos Anesti’ being chanted 

in four different languages (Greek, English, Serbian 

and Romanian). This was followed by the reciting of 

the resurrection passage taken from the Gospel of 

Mark and an explanation of the symbolism of the red 

egg. Then followed the blessing of the red eggs and the 

traditional “Cracking of the Egg Competition” which 

took place on stage between the Heads of the Primary 

and Secondary Schools and various representatives 

from each Form Class. At the conclusion of the         

assembly all students received a traditional Easter   

biscuit (koulouraki) from both Fr Elpidios and Fr     

Milan.  

 

We followed this by honouring Mother’s Day with a 

recital of 3 poems describing a mother’s everlasting 

love before finishing with a special presentation on 

behalf of the staff and students for the ‘mother of our 

school’ Ms Chamberlain. 

 

Mrs Katerina Reklitis 

Greek Studies Coordinator 

GREEK EASTER  ASSEMBLY &  

MOTHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS 
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In 2004, Tetsuya Miyamoto created and developed 

KenKen for use in the classroom to foster the skills of 

logic, guess and check and persistence. It's an            

entertaining way of building fluency and reasoning in 

Mathematics. The puzzles vary in size, level of           

difficulty and arithmetic operations, ensuring            

everyone is being challenged sufficiently. 

 

On a Thursday when they have a double period of 

Maths, the KenKen puzzles come out for Mrs               

Nicolau's beautiful Year 7's, who also love solving      

Sudoku puzzles, revising with Kahoot games and some 

fractions bingo. 

 

                 MATHS IS FUN! 

 

Mrs Tina Nicolau 

Secondary  

 

YEAR 7 MATHS 

 

YEAR 8 HASS 

Our Year 8 HASS students are currently studying    

Economics and markets in class, and it definitely 

sounded like a marketplace this morning, as students 

played a trading game organised by their HASS     

teachers.  

 

Each group was given a particular country to represent 

and was tasked with trading goods of varying values 

with the other countries. Some students demonstrated 

very clever negotiating skills during this very enjoyable 

and productive interactive activity. 

 

Mrs Louisa Abelha 

Secondary  
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SCHOOL SERVICE 
 

A very impressive ANZAC service was held in the     

amphitheatre on Friday 12 April and was attended by 

all students, staff and many parents.  

 

The proceedings were conducted by 

our Primary      Student Councillors, 

Yashvi Meghani and Stavros 

Maounis, and the ‘Lord’s Prayer’, 

‘ANZAC Prayer’ and ‘Prayer of the 

Day’ were all read by Secondary 

School students. There were also 

ANZAC readings by the Primary 

School leaders and from two        

Secondary School students, while 

the ANZAC address was presented by Mr Cyril Boutsis 

who represented the Greek Branch of the RSL.  

 

The wreath laying was lead by Mrs Chamberlain, Mr 

Boutsis, the Head Boy Charlie Nguyen, Head Girl 

Vanessa Michael and two Year 6 students. All students 

throughout the school who had brought flowers from 

home then had the opportunity to lay them at the base 

of the flag pole.  

 

The ‘Last Post’ and ‘Reveille’ were played by Mr John 

Sandosham and ‘The Ode’ was read by Jana Edwards 

while the flags were lowered to half mast. The service 

was very impressive and well received by all who      

attended.  

 

Special thanks must go to Mr Pretorius and Mrs Wall 

who prepared the Secondary School and Primary 

School students respectively for the event.  

DAY CEREMONY 
 

On Wednesday 25 April, students Georgia & Luke 

Kikiros represented St. Andrew’s Grammar at the Mt 

Lawley-Inglewood ANZAC ceremony which was held 

at the war memorial located in Clifton Crescent, 

Mount Lawley.  

 

The ceremony was beautifully conducted and attended 

by hundreds of people. Many local schools were       

involved and during the service Georgia and Luke 

were asked to lay wreaths on behalf of our school. 

 

A touching moment during the ceremony was when 

two high school students sang the Australian National 

Anthem followed by the National Anthem of New    

Zealand.  

Head Boy Charlie Nguyen, Head Girl Vanessa           

Michael, Primary Student Councilor, Stavros 

Maounis, and Secondary student Eleni Boutsis also 

represented St. Andrew’s Grammar while marching 

through Perth City with the Greek-Australia R.S.L. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A special thank you to the Kikiros, Maounis, Boutsis, 

Michael and Nguyen families who ensured these      

students were at the service dressed proudly in their 

uniform to represent our school. 

ANZAC DAY 
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Dear Parents and Guardians, 
 

Thank you sincerely for the excellent start to Term 2. 

During the first two weeks I have only encountered 

motivated, enthusiastic students eager to be at school 

and parents who are supportive, complimentary and 

encouraging with their feedback. 
 

Next week the Year 3 and Year 5 students begin their 

NAPLAN tests in Writing, Reading,  Conventions of 

Language and Numeracy. The Year 3 students will 

complete the writing task by hand but all other tests in 

Years 3 and 5 will be  done online. I would like to take 

this opportunity to wish all students in both grades 

well for these tests. 
 

Please be reminded that the School Photograph day 

has been postponed until Tuesday 3 September       

because the original day, Tuesday 21 May, interrupted 

the NAPLAN testing programme. 
 

This newsletter contains information about after 

school STEM activities, Waste Free Canteen Lunches, 

the Year 6 Fund Raising event, the School ANZAC   

service, the ANZAC Ceremony in Mt Lawley, ANZAC 

poems by Year 6 students, the NAPLAN testing     

timetable  and Car Park Safety.   
 

The up and coming events and important dates       

include: 

 NAPLAN Testing from Tuesday 14 May to      

Friday 24 May; 

 Poseidon House Lunch Wednesday 15 May; 

 Year 4.1 Class Assembly Friday 17 May; 

 Walk to School Day Friday 17 May; 

 Colour Fun Run on  Friday 17 May; 

 Demeter House Lunch on Wednesday 22 May; 

 Battle of Crete Assembly Friday 24 May; 

 NAPLAN testing completed Friday 24 May. 
 

Thank you 
 

Mr Wayne Cronin 

Head of Primary 
 

 

 

Under the guidance of Mrs Hasapopoulos and Mrs 

Wall, the STEM after school group met for the first 

time on the 7th May and took on the role of civil       

engineers. 
 

For their first challenge the 

students had to build the 

tallest, free standing tower 

using only 4 sheets of    

newspaper, 1 metre of sticky 

tape, scissors and a ruler. 

The students had to work together in groups to plan 

their design and then had 20 minutes to build their 

free standing tower. To develop their models 

even further they had to ensure their tower was wind 

resistant.  
 

The students worked really well in their groups, learnt 

which geometric shapes were the strongest and how to 

manipulate newspaper so that it became really strong. 
 

It was a fantastic, fun session not only enjoyed by the 

students but by both Mrs Wall and Mrs        

Hasapopoulos. Here’s what one student had to say: 
 

On Tuesday, eleven primary school children (including 

me) had STEM class after school. STEM stands for     

Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths, and is a 

very fun way of learning about these subjects.  
 

Our class after school was from the end of school until 

four o’ clock, plenty of time to get our minds working. 

Our task was to build a tall, free-standing tower out of 

four sheets of newspaper and one metre of tape. This 

would be a challenge! In my team was Oliver, Kumar-

ran, Stavros and I. We had a design of a triangle base, 

with one main strut in the middle, and three supporting 

struts around the outside. It was very wind resistant 

and was pretty tall.  
 

I had a lot of fun, and cannot wait for next Tuesday. 
 

Ewan 

Weir 

Year 6 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE  

HEAD OF PRIMARY 

STEM ACTIVITIES  

AFTER SCHOOL 
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 The ANZAC Soldiers 
 

On the 25th of April, we remember the brave soldiers 

that fought for us. 
 

The trees whispered in the wind, swaying side by side. 

This would be an unforgettable night. 

Blood shed, soldiers died. 

Their families remembered when they departed. 

The Anzac soldiers knew their families were proud. 

They kept strong and continued fighting. 
 

Up in the sky, the clouds turned grey. 

This was a day that would determine who would win. 

This was no day to grin, until they had won. 

The battlefield full of skulls. 

Finally they had won the war but not the battle. 
 

Let’s remember our brave soldiers. 

Lest we forget! 
 

Yashvi Meghani  
 

The Brave ANZACS   

On April 25th,   

The soldiers woke up to the sound of the bugle,       

 wishing what was ahead of them was fake.  

The Anzacs waited nervously in cold muddy trenches,  

They fought for us and fell for us,  

Where no joy could be found.  

As young wives waited with their hearts aching for their 

husbands to return.  

The poppies grew while the brave young soldiers fought 

for their lives.  

After the battle is done, you can see, 

Cross after cross the deep red poppies grow, these will 

always remind us of the brave, golden Anzacs. 
 

LEST WE FORGET  
 

Melody Minn Oo 
 

 

 

 

The Devastating War  
 

First, they landed on the shore, many years later they 

won the war.  

25th of April they are tired and sore.  

The rough terrain is hard to walk, whilst dodging bullets 

they changed the war.   

The Turks fell back the ANZACS pushed forward.  

They may have lost many, but they were still brave and 

strong.   

 

Lest we forget our wise warriors.  
 

Aaron Finn 

Year 6 

 

 

ANZAC Day  

 

The sad and solemn day of April 25th,  

We remember the many soldiers that fought and died.  

Nervously, never seeing their son or daughter ever 

again,  

Fighting to their last breath whilst their blood flows,  

The Anzacs wear their hats with pride as their spirits  

live on in the field of the ANZACS.  
 

Horrified heroes, spirits of stone,  

Our soldiers that are kind men fighting to the end.   

Hope that their children have a good life,  

They’re men of gold with souls of bravery,  

Guns of metal can never break their hope. 

Blood makes the poppies grow on the field of the AN-

ZACS.  

 

Nothing but rocks, dirt and sand as shields as a battle 

ground becomes a grave yard.  

Hard to make peace with bullet wounds that turns to bad 

pain ,then to sad death.  
 

Lest we forget. 
 

Ayden Casson  
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YEAR 6 ANZAC DAY POEMS 
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On April 11, the Year 6 students  conducted            

fundraising stalls at lunchtime in the undercover area 

to raise money for their chosen charity ‘Beyond Blue’ 

and to purchase a Year 6 gift for the school at the end 

of the year. 

 

Prior to the event, the students worked in small 

groups to plan and design their stall. They had to     

decide what items they would sell, the cost of each 

item for sale, market and then advertise their stall.  

 

After the event they had to reflect on the whole        

process using many economics skills. 

 

The stalls included: 

 The Yum, Yum store. 

 Crazy Creations! 

 Soccer Shootout. 

 Creepy Crawling Spiders. 

 Snowgurt Yoghurt 

 

The stalls were incredibly successful and a grand total 

of $1275.30 was raised after expenses were extracted.  

 

Congratulations  must go to Mrs Wall, who managed 

the programme, motivated the students and ensured 

they were committed and worked conscientiously and 

industriously to sell all of their produce on the day.  

 

The Year 6 students should be immensely proud of the 

way they worked together in teams, managed their 

stalls and encouraged Primary and Secondary School 

students to participate in the activities or purchase 

items for sale. 

YEAR 6  

FUNDRAISING EVENT 
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On Wednesday 8 May the Early Learning Centre    

classes celebrated Mothers’ Day in fine style both in 

the classrooms and the play ground.  
 

After lunch the mothers and/or grandmothers were 

invited to each of the classrooms and on arrival sat 

with their child too make a necklace or pendant. 
 

This was followed by separate mini-concerts in       

Kindergarten and Pre-primary where the students 

sang a variety of entertaining songs about mothers.  
 

Each student in Pre-primary then stated ‘why their 

mother was marvelous’ and the Kindergarten students 

announced  ‘why they loved their mothers’. They then 

presented them with a gift and card they had carefully 

crafted in class. 
 

Parents, students and staff then retired to the        

playground where a delicious afternoon tea was 

served. 
 

This immensely successful event was a credit to the 

teachers and non-teaching staff in the Early Learning 

Centre who organized afternoon tea, worked diligently 

to prepare the students for this event and ensured   

every child had a lovely gift to present to their mother. 

ELC MOTHERS DAY ACTIVITIES 
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Buddy classes operate throughout the Primary School 

and there are times throughout the term when the 

classes get together to participate in fun and enjoyable 

activities. 

 

During Harmony Week the buddy classes worked    

together to produce posters which have been dis-

played around the school. 

 

On the last day of Term 1 Year 6 and Year 2.2 worked 

together to complete a very innovative and exciting 

STEM project using carrots and toothpicks. 
 

Our STEM Project 
 

On Friday the 12th of April, the Year 6 and Year 2.2 

students worked together on a STEM project. We 

were given carrots and toothpicks and were encour-

aged to designed something creative out of them, 

which was an exciting experience and very enjoyable. 

There were many creative ideas, such as carrot race 

cars, carrot trees and even a Queen Elizabeth carrot 

statue.  

 

Annie Tran & Christina Diep  

Year 6 

The timetable for Year 3 and Year 5 NAPLAN testing 

will be as follows: 

YEAR 3: 

WRITING: Tuesday 14 May 

READING: Thursday 16 May 

CONVENTIONS of LANGUAGE: Tuesday 21 May 

NUMERACY: Thursday 23 May 
 

YEAR 5 

WRITING: Wednesday 15 May 

READING: Thursday 16 May 

CONVENTIONS of LANGUAGE: Tuesday 21 May 

NUMERACY: Thursday 23 May 
 

All testing will be completed in the morning when the 

students are fresh and eager to perform at their best. 
 

All of the online tests will be conducted in the         

computer lab under the direction and guidance of Mrs 

Emmelhainz and Mr Fortune. 

EASTER S.T.E.M. ACTIVITY NAPLAN TESTING 

CARPARK SAFETY 

Would parents please observe road safety rules and 

respect the rights of both pedestrians and drivers 

when entering and exiting the car park. 
 

There have been many complaints about parents 

parking in no parking areas, taking up two bays and 

driving on the oval. 
 

If there are no parking bays available in the car park 

then you may use the southern end of the oval be-

hind the soccer goals but please reverse out rather 

than drive over the grassed area. 
 

In addition, safety in the carpark is paramount be-

cause there are so many chil-

dren walking to and from their 

cars. 
 

Thank you for your anticipated 

support in this area. 
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